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Sometimes I just can't resist the urge to giggle at
the thought of my zellers shopping experience (the
only time I actually go to their stores): I was
amazed at the level of organization at Zellers. The
aisles were clean and organized, there were no
carts full of people walking down the aisles,
everything was labeled or seemed to be labeled
(too lazy to check and see). This is how Zellers
should be - just as organized as their competitors,
with a sense of place. The employees were
spotless and seemed to be courteous and kind.
Once I found the products I was looking for
(practically everything was there, candy, cake,
tires, ketchup, a 45 volt charger, batteries,
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candles, ketchup, etc), I bought enough junk to
stock a pirate ship (no, I don't think there was a
time when Zellers did not carry candy). I guess I
expected to get more than I got - but there was
nothing I wanted that I couldn't find. I'm
disappointed to find out that Zellers is closing all
its Canadian stores (including the Eaton Centre
store I frequent). It is an excellent store, but I still
haven't had any customer service issues with them
so far. I guess they are a dime a dozen to me (why
am I complaining about such minor
inconveniences?). But when word gets out that
Zellers is closing stores, I can't help but wonder
whether they will come out of bankruptcy. Oh well
- I guess the fact that they have such a good
variety of products at bargain prices is the reason
why! And I guess I should mention that when I
went to take some pictures of the store, I noticed
someone was watching me. I wish I could say it
was a suspicious character, but I don't think it
was. Today I visited my first Zellers, which closed
in 2005. The store is a bank. I am not sure if it's an
actual bank branch or a financial institution. It was
a pretty pleasant experience (or as pleasant as
they get). They did have a nice selection of toys,
but they were out of ketchup for the cake.Teachers
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